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in this article, we'll be covering how to
create and use zip files in mac os x. zip

files are a file format that's used to store
files and folders together. they're very

easy to use and generally considered to
be an ideal way to archive documents

and other such files. let's start with
creating a zip file from a single file.

archive utility is a mac os x application
that's very similar to windows' 7-zip and

winzip. it makes it easy to create and
manage zip files. the application includes
built-in zip support, which lets you create

and open zip files and view their
contents. this article will show you how to
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easily create and manage zip files with
archive utility. after selecting the desired

folder, click "file > make archive.." to
start the process. a new window will

appear that displays the process. you'll
be able to browse for the files and folders
you want to add to the archive and select

them. you can also select folders and
files to move to the archive. you'll also

have the option of selecting the container
you want the archive to be contained in.
the window will close when the archive is
created and you'll be able to rename or
move the archive to its destination. now
that you've created the archive, you'll

want to open it to view its contents. to do
this, simply click "file > open archive".

you'll be asked for the archive's location.
to preview the contents, simply click

"open". to open the archive directly, click
the archive icon. you can now view the

contents of the archive. this article
covers how to create a zip file, including

how to create zip files from individual
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files, folders or groups of files. it also
covers how to open, extract and unzip a
zip file. if you want to learn more about

the other features of archive utility, check
out the archive utility help. you can also

visit the archive utility web site for
additional information on the tool.
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1. launch archive utility and select the file
or folder you want to archive. press
"command-a" (mac os x) or ctrl-a

(windows) to select multiple files or
folders. if you have more than one

selected, press "command-c" (mac os x)
or ctrl-c (windows) to copy them to the
clipboard. if you're looking for a more

advanced zipping and encrypting app, we
recommend looking at mountain lion. it
has a lot of useful options to make your
encryption more secure, and can also be
used to zip and encrypt folders and files
on a disk or partition. double-clicking a

folder or file and terminal are both
destructive to your compression,

meaning the encrypted file is unzipped
after you open it. betterzip doesn't

disturb your folder or file's compression.
the app allows you to view and edit files

within a zipped folder or zipped files
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themselves. so long as you use betterzip,
you can perform many functions without
disturbing the compression, and the app

has a'save' feature if you do edit
documents. the second option is to drag
files and folders into the right panel to be
compressed into a single folder, and the
zip icon appears next to the items. if you
want to compress multiple files or folders
into one archive, you can select the items

in the right panel, then drag them into
the left panel. you can select multiple

items from a folder by right-clicking and
selecting'select multiple files' or'select

multiple folders.' archive utility is one of
the simplest and most powerful

compression and archiving tools for mac.
to create an archive of a folder, drag the
folder onto the app window. if you drag
one or more files, it will add them all to

the archive. 5ec8ef588b
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